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The ENEX World meets in Canada

division one at the international meeting of network partners in
Montreal, Canada. At the end of May, ENEX partners met for their
annual Global Conference, organized by the Canadian partner Groom
& Associates.
At the end of May, ENEX partners met for their annual Global Conference, organized by the
Canadian partner Groom & Associates. Day 1 started with the official introduction of the
new partner from India: HR Dimensions. A new Indian partner constitutes a major step
forward in the ENEX network’s global development. Furthermore, participants could take
pleasure in listening to keynote speaker Dr. Steven Stein’ exciting speech. He gave deeper
insights into the EQ-I 2.0-questionnaire as well as into the subject of Emotional Intelligence
for Recruitment and Leadership Programs.
On the second conference day, many further important topics were on the agenda: Global
Communication and Marketing at ENEX, the Belgian partner Mentorprise’s lecture on AI
(artificial intelligence) and its impact on the HR world. The Brazilian partner Talenses
Executive rounded off the day with an important international issue that companies (should)
currently deal with: “Women and Business.” Equal chances for women in business is a
matter that ENEX puts great emphasis on and takes responsibility for.
Björn Knothe, CEO at division one and president of the ENEX group: “After two days, a
labor-intensive and exciting, but also immensely successful international meeting has ended
once again. I think because of interesting keynote speakers, best practice examples and the
international exchange among each other, we were all able take a lot of input home with
us. The ENEX group will keep growing and developing as a result of the newly defined goals
and innovations. I am personally looking forward to the reunion with all partners during the
next conference in 2020 in Tokyo!”
International cooperation and competence are essential for corporate success in today’s
globalized world. To be able to offer our customers first class industry and recruitment
expertise on a national and international level, we have already been networking
internationally for seven years. As a member of the ENEX group, division one has access to
a first-class global network with 50 locations in more than 40 countries on all continents.
ENEX may already look back on almost four decades of international experience.
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About division one
Based in Stuttgart, division one is one of the leading top level personnel consultancies in Germany. More than
30 employees work regionally and internationally in sector-specific practice groups on customized personnel
solutions. division one specializes in mandates in the management area, focusing exclusively on executive
search, interim management, nonexecutive directors and HR consulting. With a profound knowledge and
understanding of the automotive, industry and technology sectors, the active team finds managers with
industry experience. As a member of the recruitment consultant organization ENEX, division one can attend
to mandates from more than 50 offices worldwide.
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